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HAWAII VIDEO PROFILES 
 

Summer 2016 
 
ThinkTech is offering video profiles for people who would like to get a message 
out or promote their activities or organizations using the power of modern video 
production.  Here are the highlights: 
 

• We will videotape footage of you at our fully equipped high tech video 
studio in Pioneer Plaza during morning hours (9:00 to 11:00 am). 

 
• The video, after editing, will be three to five minutes long.   It will be high 

definition and you’ll be able to send it by email, embed it on your website 
or otherwise distribute it as you see fit.   

 
• The video can go with your resume, can be circulated in a political or 

business campaign or be used to communicate a message or invitation to 
your friends, family, colleagues, company employees or community. 

 
• You would write the script, we will help you edit it if you like, and with 

our help you would then read it from the teleprompter in our studio. 
 

• We will then edit that footage, include any graphics or music you have, 
and provide a draft of the video for your review.  Once you approve, we 
will finalize the video for you to use. 

 
• We will send you the link to the video which you can embed on email or 

put on your website. We can post your video on our youTube channel if 
you like.  We will also provide you a copy of the video on a thumbnail 
drive. 

 
• The cost of these studio services will be $499 plus GET.  If you are 

interested in having us make a video profile like this for you, please 
contact jay@thinktechhawaii.com. 


